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                The Great Gatsby

                
 by   Francis Scott Fitzgerald 
The Great Gatsby is a romantic novel written by american author F. Scott Fitzgerald. The story of a man who believes his lost romantic relationship can be regained by exhibiting his newly created wealth and social status. Gatsby an army officer, falls in love with Daisy. During his serving at world war, Daisy marries a rich but brutal man Tom Bucha..
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                The Little Lady of the Big House

                
 by   Jack London 
A triangle love story written in an autobiographical style comprises of the key characters of a rancher, his wife and a mutual friend. Key characters are Dick Forrest, his wife Paula and Charmian. Paula and Charmian has identical problems with their personality. Both of them suffer from insomnia and they cannot bear children. 

Their lives g..
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                Anna Karenina

                
 by   Graf Leo Tolstoy 
Anna Karenina is a novel by Russian author Graf Leo Tolstoy. The story of woman, who once mediated to solve family problems on account of adulteries of his brother, fall herself in a similar situation later. Anna Karenina, wife of Karenin a statesman. Infatuated, fell in love and later married to a young cavalry officer, Anna’s activities are consi..
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                Little Women

                
 by   Louisa May Alcott 
Little Women is a novel by Louisa May Alcott. Poverty is not a hurdle for happiness, is the theme behind this story of Marches. Meg, Jo, Beth and Amy are living in a small house along with their mother. Their father Mr.March is away from their home for serving the civil war and tough times ahead for the family.

Inspired by a letter from their fa..
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                Wuthering Heights

                
 by   Emily Bronte 
Heathcliff is adopted by Mr. Earnshaw in spite of stiff resistance from his own children Hindley and Catherine. After the death of their father, Hindley inherits Wuthering heights, the estate owned by their father. He starts ill-treating Healthcliff and was forced to become a servant in his own estate, which was supposed to be inherited by him. Cat..
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                Emma

                
 by   Jane Austen 
Emma Woodhouse a wealthy, Young and beautiful girl does not have the intention of marrying any one. Emma introduces Mr. Weston to her friend Taylor and soon they get married. She misread this marriage for her successful match making abilities. With her new found skills, she is on her way to match making between her another friend Harriet Smith (an ..
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                The Phantom of the Opera

                
 by   Gaston Leroux 
The Phantom of the Opera is a Gothic novel by Gaston Leroux. Christine a girl who sings chorus in the Paris Opera house, hear and start talking with a heavenly voice. The voice belongs to Erik, a mentally disturbed musical genius and one of the architects of the opera house. In spite of his deformed face, he starts loving Christine. Meanwhile Chris..
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                The Three Musketeers

                
 by   Alexandre Dumas 
The Three Musketeers can be termed as a Romantic Historical Fiction work written by the French Author Alexandre Dumas. Key characters behind this story are d'Artagnan, Athos, Porthos and Aramis. d'Artagnan moves to Paris to make his fortunes by joining the Musketeers of the Guard. Dumas’s formula ensures to enjoy reading this novel, even ..
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